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Abstract. Every separable Banach space admits an equivalent norm such that

the unit ball with respect to this norm has at most countably many strongly

extreme points. Every separable nonreflexive Banach space can be renormed so

that its unit ball has at most countably many weakly strongly extreme points.

Let X be an infinite-dimensional Banach space. A well-known result of

Linderstrass and Phelps [LP] shows that if X is reflexive, then every bounded

closed convex body in X has uncountably many extreme points. On the other

hand, according to a theorem of Fonf [F], if the unit ball of X* contains only

countably many extreme points, then Co is isomorphic to a subspace of X.

This shows that the cardinality of the set of extreme points of bounded closed

convex bodies of a Banach spaces is related to its linear topological properties.

In this paper we show that the cardinality of the set of strongly extreme points

of bounded closed convex bodies of a separable Banach space is not related

to its linear topological property by showing the every separable Banach space

admits an equivalent norm such that the unit ball under the new norm has at

most countably many strongly extreme points. Furthermore, using the similar

argument, it is proved that every separable nonreflexive Banach space admits

an equivalent norm so that the unit ball admits at most countably many weakly

strongly extreme points. As a consequence, it follows that a separable Banach

space is reflexive if and only if every bounded closed convex body in the space

has uncountably many weakly strongly extreme points.

Let C be a bounded closed convex set of a Banach space X. A point jc in

C is called a (weakly) strongly extreme point [KR] of C if for any sequences

{y„}, {zn} in C, lim„ \\x - (y„ + zn)/2\\ = 0 implies lim„ \\y„ - z„\\ = 0.
(weak-lim„(y„ — z„) = 0; that is, (y„ - z„) converges weakly to 0.) x is

called a weak*-extreme point of C if x is an extreme point of the weak*-

closure of C in X**. It is clear that every strongly extreme point of C is a
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weakly strongly extreme point. In [KR] it is proved that every strongly extreme

point of C is a weak*-extreme point of C. In fact, in a manner similar to

the proof in [KR], it follows that every weakly strongly extreme point of C is

a weak*-extreme point of C. It is easy to see that the converse is also true
(e.g. using [Rl, Proposition 1.2]); i.e. weak*-extreme point and weakly strongly

extreme point are identical.

Let F be a subspace of X*. The number

r(F) =   inf     sup   |x*(x)|
*%x.      X'&Ë
ll*ll=1 11**11=1

is called the Dixmier characteristic of E.

Lemma. Let X be a separable nonreflexive Banach space. Then there exists a

separable subspace E in X* with r(F) > 0 and a sequence {xn} in X such

that \\x„\\ = 1, n £ N, lim„x*(x„) = 0 for all x* in E but 0 is not in the
weak closure of {xn} ■

Proof. Let x** £ X**\X, \\x**\\ = 1 and [x**]± = {x*:x* £ X*, x"(x*) =
0}. It is clear that r([x**]j_) < infxe^i \\x\\=i dix, [x**]) where [x**] is the

subspace spanned by x**, and using Helly theorem, for example, it follows that

r([x**]±) — inf||X||=i,x6A- dix, [x**]) > 0. Since X is separable, there exists a

separable subspace E in [x**]x such that r(F) = r([x**]j_) > 0. Let {x*} be

a dense sequence in E and let x* in X* with x**(x*) > 1. Since the unit

ball of X is weak* dense in the unit ball of X**, for each n £ N, there exists

x„ in X, \\x„\\ = 1, |x¿(x„)| < j¡, k = 1, 2, ... , n, and x*(x„) > 1. Then
E and {xn} satisfy the conditions in the lemma.   D

Theorem 1. Let X be a separable Banach space. Then there is an equivalent

norm \ • \ on X such that the unit ball of iX, | • |) has at most countably many

strongly extreme points.

Proof. As in the last part of the proof of the lemma, there is a subspace E in

X* with countable dimension, r(F) = 1, and a sequence {x„}, \\xn\\ = 1, in
X such that aiX, E) - lim„x„ = 0 where oiX, E) is the weak topology on

X induced by E. Let {y„} be a dense sequence in the unit ball Bx of X.

Put z„ = x„+y„, wn = x„-y„, n £ N, and let T = {±z„, ±w„}n€N and

U = clco(F). Let | • | be the Minkowski functional of U. Then it is easy to
see that | • | is an equivalent norm on X and

(1) |jc*| = sup|x*(f)|,        X*£X*.
t€T

To show that U has at most countably many strongly extreme points it suffices

to show that all the strongly extreme points of U are in T. Since every strongly

extreme point of U is a weak*-extreme point of U, it remains to show that
if x is a weak*-extreme point of U and x £ T, then there is a subsequence

{x„k} of {x„} such that lim^ \x ± x„J = 1 for some choice of signs ±1.
Let x be a weak*-extreme point of U. Then the family of slices Six*, e) =

{y: y £ U, x*(y) > 1 - e}, \x*\ = 1, e > 0 forms a neighborhood base for

x in the weak topology on U (see e.g. [R2, Lemma 1.3]). According to (1),
S{x*,E)nTyitj> for all |x*| = 1 and e > 0. Therefore x £ weak-cl(T) c

aiX, E) - cl(T). Since x £ T and er(X, E) is metrizable, without loss of

generality we may assume that there is a sequence {mk} such that oiX, E) -
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lim zmk = x . Since aiX, E) - lim^. xmk = 0, we get o{X, E) = lim^ ymk = x.

Since r{E) = 1, lim^ \\ymk\\ > \\x\\ and so ||x|| < 1. Now {y„} is norm dense

in Bx , and it follows that there is a sequence {ynf} such that limi. ||y„t — x\\ = 0

and so lim^ \y„k — x\ = 0. Therefore limj. \x ±x„k\ = limfc \y„k ± x„k\ — 1.   D

Theorem 2. Let X be a separable nonreflexive Banach space. Then X admits

an equivalent norm such that the unit ball under the new norm has at most

countably many weakly strongly extreme points, i.e. weak*-extreme points.

Proof. By Lemma and renorming, there exists a separable subspace E in X*

with r{E) = 1 and a sequence {x„}, \\xn\\ = 1, in X such that aiX, E) -

lim„x„ = 0 but 0 £ weak-cl{x„}. As in the proof of Theorem 1, let U

be the unit ball under the equivalent norm | • |. Then U is a bounded closed

convex body in X. We claim that T contains all weakly strongly extreme

points of U, and so U has at most countably weakly strongly extreme points.

Suppose x is a weakly strongly extreme point of U that is not in T. By

[KR] x is a weak*-extreme point of U. As proved in Theorem 1, it follows

that there is a subsequence {x„k} of {x„} such that lim¿t |x ± x„J = 1. Since

x is a weakly strongly extreme point of U, weak - lim^ x„k = 0 and so 0 6

weak - cl{x„ } , which is a contradiction.   D

Corollary. Let X be a separable Banach space. Then X is reflexive if and only
if every bounded closed convex body in X has uncountably many weakly strongly

extreme points, i.e. weak*-extreme points.

Proof. Suppose X is separable and nonreflexive. By Theorem 2, the unit ball

of some equivalent norm in AT is a bounded closed convex body in X with at

most countably many weakly strongly extreme points.

Conversely, if X is reflexive, by the theorem of Linderstrass and Phelps [LP],

every bounded closed convex body C has uncountably many extreme points.

Since C is weakly compact, x is an extreme point of C if and only if x is a

weak*-extreme point of C.   D

Finally, let us remark that the problem raised in [LP] regarding whether every

separable Banach space contains a bounded closed convex body with countably
many exposed points is still unsolved.
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